
If you have questions and need 
local support, contact:

What’s all 
the fuss 
about
MASKS?

For the first time in New 

Zealand history, healthy 

people are being asked to 

wear masks on their faces.

When will it end?
Or will we always have to wear 

masks on public transport or 

maybe everywhere in public?

Is this a good idea?

www. freedomalliance.nz

Nobody
in New Zealand has to 
wear a mask on any 
public transport or 
domestic flight.

All that is 
required is for 
you to state 
that you are 
exempt. 

Under privacy laws, no one 
can demand you provide 
proof of exemption.

Medical Exemptions

www. freedomalliance.nz

Major study finds 

masks DO NOT 

reduce COVID-19 

infection Rates
A high-quality, large-scale Danish study 

published in November 2020, finds 
NO evidence that wearing a face mask 
significantly minimises people’s risk of 
contracting COVID-19.

The randomised-control trial found no 
statistically significant difference in 
coronavirus infection rates between mask 
wearers and non mask wearers. In fact, 
according to the data, mask usage may 
actually increase the likelihood of infection.

The mask study is one of the largest 
of its kind ever completed, to date.



Medical Doctor warns that 
bacterial pneumonias are 
on the rise.

“I’m seeing patients that have facial 
rashes, fungal infections, bacterial 
infections. Reports coming from 
my colleagues, all over the world, 
are suggesting that the bacterial 
pneumonias are on the rise.”
Dr James Meehan.

Masks cause 
psychological harm.

Dr Ted Noel, an anesthesiologist with 36 years of 
experience, demonstrated the ability for aerosol 
particles to get through a number of face masks 
by using a vape. These included medical face 
masks, cloth masks, and guard masks which have 
a “high efficiency filter material.”

Watch a short video 
of the advice given by 
Prime Minister Ardern 
and Director General 
of Health, Ashley 
Bloomfield.

Masks do 
NOT work

Face masks are 
a ticking plastic 
time bomb

Recent studies estimate that we use an 

astounding 129 billion face masks 

globally every month—that is 3 million a 

minute. Most of them are disposable face 

masks made from plastic microfibres.
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by University of Southern Denmark

All reference links to the information in 
this leaflet can be found here:

What does Ashley say?

Masks impair verbal communication, render 

lip-reading impossible for the deaf, and stymie 

emotional expression, the latter effect potentially 

constituting a gross impediment to children’s 

social development. Acting as a crude, highly 

visible reminder that danger is all around, face 

coverings are fuelling widespread, irrational fear.
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